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KIM HUGHES
PORTFOLIO

PERSONAL INFORMATION:
Email: kimmhughes@yahoo.com
Online Portfolio: www.ki-mo-no.com

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
October 2004 – present:
Freelance Creative Designer

September 2005: 
Designer, Soapcreative, Sydney, AU

2004:       
Freelance Designer, Stickee, Marlow, UK

July 2002 – July 2003: 
Junior Designer, specialmoves, London, UK 

HIGHER EDUCATION:
2000 - 2004: 
University of Plymouth, Devon, UK
BSc (Hons) MediaLab Arts, 
Grade: 2.1

1999 - 2000: 
Central Saint Martins College of Art, 
London, UK
BTEC Diploma in Foundation Studies,
Grade: Distinction 

PERSONAL STATEMENT:
I am a creative, self-motivated designer capable 
of applying strong aesthetic sensibilities to the 
development of exciting and interesting concepts. 
My main strengths lie in my ability to learn and 
adapt quickly to new challenges. I work well under 
pressure, both as an individual and as part of a 
team. 
I have developed an extensive range of skills over 
five years of interactive digital media design and 
production. Two years of professional experience 
has enabled me to work with major companies, 
such as MTV, from concept to completion.
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Pages 1 & 2:

Minyuns! and bo-shing

Minyuns! is a unique mobile game concept and demo created by bo-shing that utilises the 
mophun™ game engine and Bluetooth technology to create a simultaneous, multi-user 
gaming experience (page 1). The project is accompanied by a Minyuns! specific website as 
well as branding and web identity for fictional developers bo-shing (page 2). 

Overall Winner of the Submerge Awards 2004, awarded a EUROPRIX Talent Quality Seal 
2004 and featured in Computer Arts 2004 graduates showcase.

Contribution: All mobile and web graphic design, co-concept creation

Page 3:

www.ki-mo-no.com

Personal website design, currently in development.

Pages 4 & 5:

MTV animation series

Selection of original character and background illustrations for a new MTV animation series, 
primarily designed for 3G phones.

All characters are based on music celebrities crossed with canines, such as Elton John, 
Christina Aguilera, Missy Elliot, Andre 3000 (page 4) and Kelis (page 5).

Contribution: Character and scene design

Page 6:

The Osbournes

The BIMA award winning microsite by specialmoves based on MTV’s popular reality TV 
series ‘The Osbournes’ is a virtual tour of the Osbourne home, with all family members 
represented as interactive animated characters.

Contribution: Various Flash character assets, Flash opening animation sequence 

Page 7:

MediaLab Arts website

Layout design and graphics for digital arts course BSc (Hons.) MediaLab Arts. 

Page 8:

MLA X flyer

Flyer and poster design based on generative art, created to celebrate 10 years of BSc 
(Hons.) MediaLab Arts at the University of Plymouth. 

Page 9:

Hybrid Discourse DVD

The Hybrid Discourse was a series of events held by i-DAT that sought to address the 
currency of the term “cultural industry” in the light of current changes in cultural production 
under the new economic conditions of networked societies. 

This DVD is documentation of these events and also contains information about the 

practitioners and the work they are involved in. 

Contribution: Co-Interface/ Interaction design, co-concept creation 

Page 10:

Ocean Fresh Packaging

Illustrations for a series of labels for fishing company Ocean Fresh.

Pages 11, 12 & 13:

TXTstasis: Entities and Sound Composition by SMS TXT MSG

TXTstasis is a navigable 3D compositional environment where the user has an impact on 
the sonic and visual structure through the input of SMS text messages and their spatial 
positioning within the virtual locale (page 13). 

By sending an SMS text message to the program, the user participates in a compositional 
methodology where sequencing is based on the ASCII values of the characters in their 
message and sound is pitched according to the telephone number it is sent from. The 
message is also represented as 3D characters which drift in electronic space, suspended in 
the navigable 3D environment where the user’s location and direction act like a conventional 
mixer, panning and adjusting the sound volume. 

The environment contains many other text messages in ‘stasis’, sent in from other users, 
resulting in an overall sound piece that is not only collaborative but also aurally and visually 
in a constant state of flux. The project is also accompanied by documentation at the same 
URL (pages 11 & 12). 

Contribution: All design, co-concept creation

Pages 14:

MTV games

Sibling Smackdown is a take on Street Fighter with characters from the Osbournes.

The Fridge game was designed and built to promote MTVE music program ‘The Fridge’. 
The aim of this game is to direct your celebrity around screaming fans and obstacles into 
the fridge so they don’t miss the show.

Contribution: The Fridge - All design, co-concept, Sibling Smackdown - Various Flash 
character assets

Pages 15:

The Ark

The Ark by specialmoves is the world’s first Internet reality game show created in Shockwave 
3D with MultiUser Server. This 3D world with the look and feel of a computer game set sail 
on Easter Sunday 20th April 2003 for 40 days and 40 nights.

Contribution: Character design, various small tasks

Page 16:

Pictoplasma Bunnies

Bunny illustrations designed for Pictoplasma’s ‘Bunny Mandela’ project.
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